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Abstract This paper presents, through examples, the evolutions of atmospheric plasma

spraying since the sixties. The drastic improvement of the spray conditions and coatings

reproducibility during more than 50 years was linked both to researches in laboratories and

developments of spray equipment’s (plasma torches, computerized control panels, robots

to spray coatings on complex parts, sensors working in the harsh environment of spray

booths…). This evolution is illustrated through the following topics: (1) plasma forming

gas thermodynamic and transport properties either at local thermodynamic equilibrium or

more recently at two temperatures; (2) evolution of plasma spray torches since the nineties;

(3) plasma jet and in-flight particle measurements with laboratory equipment’s and then

sensors in spray booths; (4) plasma jets and torches modeling as well as heat and

momentum transfer to particles; (5) splats formation and layering.
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Introduction

According to Tucker [1] the industrial applications of atmospheric plasma spraying par-

ticles in the tens of micrometer size range using direct current (DC) plasma torches,

appeared at the beginning of the fifties, about one year after the D-Gun (detonation)

process. In the sixties the inductively coupled Radio Frequency plasma torches showed up

but were developed [2] in the seventies. As they are mainly used for powders

spheroı̈dization, we will not consider them. DC plasma spraying under controlled atmo-

sphere was developed on an Industrial scale in 1974 by Muehlberger [3] for low pressure
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plasma spraying. Later in the nineties, installations for spraying non-oxide ceramics in

argon atmosphere at atmospheric pressure were developed, by the CEA (Commissariat à

l’Energie Atomique) and then by Plasma Technik [4, 5].

In the following we will only consider plasma spraying at atmospheric pressure, either

in air or controlled atmosphere. The industrial use of these atmospheric DC torches really

started to grow in the sixties and the first applications were in aircraft engines and nuclear

reactors.

Plasma sprayed coating qualities depend on [2]:

• Plasma jet formation linked to the torch design, the plasma forming gas composition

and mass flow rate, the dissipated power, and few other process parameters. Very

important features are arc root fluctuations at the anode and also the electrodes erosion

velocity;

• Powder characteristics such as the sprayed powder chemical composition, particle size

distribution and morphology (depending on the powder manufacturing process);

• Powder injection system, including the injector position, internal diameter, shape,

length and tilting as well as on the connecting hose length and ‘‘trajectory’’ between the

powder feeder and injector;

• Substrate material and preparation, including cleanliness and roughness, oxidation state

oxide composition and thickness…), preheating time and temperature, as well as

temperature control during and after spraying;

• Relative motion of the torch-substrate, which controls the coating thickness per pass

and, partially, the heat transferred to coating and substrate

Up to the eighties, the development of plasma spraying was carried out in an empirical

manner. It mainly consisted in (1) varying the operating spray parameters, for a powder

with particles of given morphology and size distribution and, (2) characterizing the

properties of the resulting coating and evaluating its performance under specific use

conditions. This method was repeated until certain standards were obtained and the spray

parameters was settled [2, 6, 7]. The quality of coating, the microstructure and service

properties are important because it permits high reproducibility, narrow variability, pre-

dictable performance and lifetime thus reducing rework, warrantee costs and liability risk,

which of course promote customer satisfaction.

In parallel to these empirical developments, modeling and measurements of plasma jets

(temperatures and velocities) and in-flight particles (trajectories, temperatures and veloc-

ities) were developed in laboratories. Obtained results have progressively transformed the

conventional plasma spray process from an art to a science. These measurements at the end

of nineties and at the beginning of the new millennium have permitted to follow the

impact, flattening and solidification of one particle (splat formation) and through splats

layering, a better control of coating morphologies and thus thermo-mechanical properties

achieved.

All these laboratory works have demonstrated the importance of the better control in

real time of temperatures and velocities of both the plasma jet and in-flight particles. For

example the torch voltage decrease with the electrode erosion, especially that of anode,

plays an important role on coating properties evolution. However, measurements of in-

flight particles demonstrated that best results were obtained by increasing the arc current

and not by modifying flow rates of plasma forming gases. However it is only at the

beginning of the nineties that appeared in spray booths computerized systems, controlling

the macroscopic spray parameters (flow rates of plasma forming gases, arc current and
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voltage). It made possible to follow continuously the spray process at the macroscopic

level and for example to keep the plasma enthalpy constant in spite of electrode erosion.

In the nineties also, according to the improvement of coating qualities obtained in

laboratories with sophisticated measurements of plasma jets and particles in-flight, sensors

were developed to achieve similar controls in the harsh environment of spray booths. Of

course the better knowledge of the key parameters controlling plasma sprayed coatings has

in parallel promoted the development of plasma torches adapted to higher deposition rates,

with much less arc root fluctuations and higher power levels.

In parallel to laboratory research development of plasma torches and process controls

have been lead by entrepreneurial individual companies [8]. Vacuum plasma deposition,

under-water spraying, RF plasma spraying, high power blown arcs, high velocity plasmas

(for example PlazJet), multi-cathode torches, central powder feed guns, reactive plasma

spray forming for example were developed. The papers of Dzulko et al. [9] and Marquès

et al. [10] give an excellent review of the different plasma torches developed.

The erosion of electrodes and the way to control it through working parameters was also

intensively studied [11, 12].

In the new millennium also the development of new spray techniques, suspensions or

solutions, producing coatings with nanometer structures became one of the favorite lab-

oratory aims [13, 14].

The development of models and measurements has required calculations of thermo-

dynamic, transport and radiation properties of the different plasma forming gases first at

equilibrium and later, in the nineties, at two temperatures.

This paper presents the evolution of measurements and modeling of the plasma spray

process during almost 60 years, with:

• A short story of the evolution of calculations of plasma properties,

• Plasma spray torches,

• Plasma jet measurements,

• In-flight particles measurements,

• Plasma jets and plasma torches modeling

• Modeling heat and momentum transfer to particles

• Splats formation and layering.

Plasma Properties

According to the numerous papers published about thermodynamic and transport proper-

ties only a few examples will be presented.

Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium

The composition of plasma at given temperature, T, and pressure, p, can be found from the

solution of the Gibbs–Duhem relationship [15–19]. The Gibbs free energies and/or the

chemical potentials are calculated either by using standard thermodynamic tables [16–19]

or through partition functions. However the partition function values and their derivatives

are very sensitive to the limitation theories used for their calculation [20]. However, when

using the same limitation theory for all components of plasma, its composition and ther-

modynamic properties are not very different (less than 4% for the major species) from
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those calculated using another limitation theory [20–22]. This is due to the fact that when

limitation theories play an important role (for example, at T[ 13000 K for an argon

atom), the density of the considered species is already low. But using different limitation

theories for the different plasma components could introduce rather significant errors (up to

30%) in the composition and thermodynamic properties. It is therefore important for

properties at T[ 8000 K to use data from only one source, if possible.

The compositions of gases most commonly used in plasma torches such as: argon,

nitrogen, hydrogen, helium, oxygen, air, water… have been calculated see for example

[20–27]. Calculations were also performed for gases containing metal vapor due to elec-

trode erosion, see for example [28]. Of course, specific heat at constant pressure, enthalpy,

and sound velocity were also calculated see for example [29].

Calculation of the transport coefficients is by far more complex because it implies

taking into account the velocity distributions, the fluxes (mass, momentum, and energy) of

all species through a reference surface dA moving with the mean fluid velocity. The theory

of the transport properties of gas mixtures is based on solving the Boltzmann integral

differential equations by the Chapman–Enskog method [30] applied to complex mixtures.

Hirschfelder et al. [31] has developed this calculation for weak ionized gases, and different

authors demonstrated they were valid for thermal plasmas [32, 33]. However the collision

integrals are not always well known, as well as partition function calculation and large

uncertainties may result [33]. Such data are very important for plasma processes modeling

[34]. For plasma spray forming gases have been published for example:

• Electrical conductivity, r, of Ar, H2, Ar–H2, Ar–He, Ar–N2, N2, O2, H2O, air

[24, 26, 35–39]… and also Ar–Fe, air–Cu [26, 28, 40]… (metal vapors modifying

drastically r [41]),

• Viscosity, l, of air, Ar–H2, N2–H2, Ar–He [24, 26, 38, 39], Ar–Cu, air–Cu [37, 40]…
• Thermal conductivity of air, Ar–H2, Ar–He, N2–H2, H2O [26, 35, 38, 41]…
• Diffusion coefficients for Ar–H2 [39], Fe in air [42], Cu in air [43]…
• Radiation mechanisms in plasmas [26, 44–46]: lines and their width, volumetric

spectral emission, continuum radiation for plasma gases without [26, 44–46] or with

metal vapors [47, 48]… effective or net emission coefficient (NEC) of the plasma,

which is a means of taking into account self-absorption in plasmas with total

volumetric emission coefficients of gases such as argon, nitrogen, hydrogen, helium,

air, water vapor, and their mixtures at atmospheric pressure over the temperature range

from 5000 to 25,000 K [47–51]…

Thanks to all these data, many of them being obtained in the nineties and at the

beginning of the millennium, the plasma flows and the corresponding heat and momentum

transfers to particles were modeled and results compared to measurements.

Non-equilibrium Calculations

In the course of the development of thermal plasma technology, the assumption of local

thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in the hot regions of the plasma has been generally

accepted, even if in 1981 the first two-temperature modeling of an arc plasma reactor was

proposed [52]. However, over the past years there has been increasing evidence that the

existence of LTE in thermal plasmas is rather the exception than the rule. Therefore, it was

important to quantify the effects of deviations from LTE in order to provide guidance for

computer simulation of flow, temperature, and particle concentrations in plasma reactors.

This can only be achieved through a fundamental understanding of the basic phenomena
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involved and their influence on the plasma properties, see for example [27, 52–61] among

many other papers.

Plasma Spray Torches Used in Industry

Up to the nineties the most used plasma torches consist of a cathode and an anode arranged

along a common axis. The cathode is usually a cone shaped rod of tungsten, which points

at a hollow tubular copper anode ending in a nozzle [10, 62]. The plasma forming gas is

injected along the cathode and the arc strikes between the cathode tip and the anode-nozzle

serving as arc constrictor, Fig. 1. The arc is stabilized by the combination of the water-

cooled cylindrical wall and the superimposed axial cold gas flow, especially when a swirl

is used. The most used industrial plasma torches of this type are the Sulzer-Metco F4 and

the Praxair SG 100 but power levels are generally below 50–60 kW. An important point is

the long-term stability of the plasma jet and its influence on coating properties obtained

when the torch working time increases.

The plasma jets obtained were rather different according to the plasma forming gas

injection.

Heberlein [63] has identified the following types of voltage waveforms, reflecting three

types of operating modes:

• the restrike mode (see principle in Fig. 1b) characterized by a saw-tooth voltage–time

behavior and large voltage fluctuation amplitude, generally obtained with di-atomic gases,

• the takeover mode which has an approximately sinusoidal or triangular shape of the

waveform with a relative low fluctuating amplitude and corresponding generally to

mono-atomic gases,

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a an atmospheric pressure DC plasma-spraying torch [63], b of the
restrike mode
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• steady mode with an almost flat voltage profile but with very short electrode life

(Fig. 2).

These different operating conditions depend mainly on the thickness of the relatively

cold boundary layer between the arc column and the anode surface. This thickness is linked

to the nozzle internal diameter, the arc current, the mass flow rate of the plasma-forming

gas, and the vol% of diatomic gases.

Another point that must be considered is the electrode erosion, which can affect deeply

the properties of the plasma jet and modify coating properties [56, 65].

The main developments of plasma torches were devoted to more stable arc voltage and

reduction of electrodes wear, production of torches with higher powers and of torches

permitting axial injection of particles. According to Marquès et al. [10] as early as 1964

one of first spray torch with more power and less fluctuations was that of Advanced Plasma

Gun (APG) presented in Fig. 3. The arc channel consists of a number of water-cooled

segments, electrically insulated from each other and from the anode (neutrodes) often

called a cascaded arc.

With these torches, a much higher voltage between cathode and anode is obtained and

limiting its axial movement to the anode length stabilizes the long arc. If at the anode,

voltage fluctuations DV can reach 40–50 V with molecular gases, as the mean arc voltage

Vm can be higher than 150 V, effects of fluctuations are drastically reduced. As the erosion

of electrodes depends essentially on the arc current and fairly little on the voltage, power

levels 3–4 times higher than with conventional torches can be achieved with of course

longer plasma jets.

Fig. 2 Arc operating modes
with 8 mm i.d. nozzle, Ar–He
mixtures of plasma-forming gas
and different arc currents [64]

Fig. 3 Schematic of a plasma
torch with neutrodes: advanced
plasma gun (APG) [10]
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Sulzer Metco, has presented in 1998 the Triplex torch where the arc current is divided

into three separate arcs with three cathodes and one anode, but three separate anode

attachments [66]. Neutrodes form the wall of the arcing channel. When observing the

plasma jet for small anode-nozzle diameters, it can be observed that they are constituted of

three lobes. Another plasma torch with neutrodes has been developed, 10HE High

Enthalpy plasma torch [67]. Power levels can vary from 60 to 100 kW with plasma gas

mixtures of Ar–N2–H2; e.g., 79.5 kW with arc current of 370 A and voltage of 215 V.

Another torch concept is that of Mettech Northwest corp., named Axial III torch, with

the feedstock axial injection. It uses three plasma torches supplied by three independent

power supplies. The feedstock is injected axially between the three plasma jets converging

within an interchangeable water-cooled nozzle followed by an extension [68].

As pointed out by Marqués et al. [10] this concept of axial injection was probably

introduced in 1985 with a Japanese patent application. Three individual cathodes were

disposed around a water-cooled powder feeder tube, the common anode-nozzle having the

same axis with the three arcs attaching to it. Thus injected powder travels in the core of the

plasma jet exiting the nozzle. Marqués et al. [10] presented other configurations of the

same type. Recently GTV GmbH in Germany has presented a commercial plasma torch

with 3–5 anodes. It allows power levels up to 100 kW (current below 1000 A and voltage

up to 120 V). We will not present plasma spray torches working at atmospheric pressure

with water or argon and water, which applications are rather specific.

Plasma Jet Measurements

Salpeter [69] has developed in 1961 the theory of electron fluctuations in plasma and his

work has permitted to develop measurements of temperature and density using Thomson

laser scattering. For more details see Dzier _zega et al. [70] and Shein et al. [71]. Thomson

scattering is a local measurement, so it doesn’t require rotational symmetry.

In most cases however plasma jet temperature measurements are based on emission

spectroscopy of molecules (T\ 5000 K), atoms (8000–14,000 K) and ions (over

14,000 K). Such measurements give the population of the emitting excited level [72–75]

but assumptions must be made to deduce a temperature from this population. At equi-

librium the volumetric emission coefficient, ek, is calculated as a function of temperature

for a given pressure. For plasma jet with a cylindrical symmetry the local value of ek is

obtained thanks to Abel’s inversion [72–74]. Stark broadening, to determine the electrons

density, does not impose any restrictions on the thermodynamic state (LTE) of the plasma

[44, 45], but Abel’s inversion is mandatory to obtain the radial distribution for the cor-

responding wavelengths of the line studied [74].

Measurements through absorption spectroscopy require using an emitting source that

can be another plasma torch [75] for measurements in the plasma core or a hollow cathode

lamp [76] in the plasma plume. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) or

Rayleigh scattering are also used, for T\ 8000 K, CARS presenting high conversion

efficiency [77]. All these measurements assume that the plasma is both, rotationally

symmetric and optically thin.

Enthalpy probes were developed in 1962 [78]. They were used with Pitot probes to

characterize plasmas jet plumes and the mixing of plasma with surrounding environment

[79–81]. They were also coupled with a mass spectrometer to measure gas composition and
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in 1993 an industrial probe was developed by Tekna Co. (Sherbrooke, Canada) to measure

the plasma plume local enthalpy, temperature, velocity and composition.

Velocity measurements in the plasma jet core can be achieved by measuring the time of

flight of the luminous fluctuations of the plasma supposed, to propagate at the flow velocity

[82, 83]. It works especially well with restrike mode. Of course outside of the plasma core

enthalpy probe can be used (temperatures below 6000–8000 K according to plasma gas)

[79, 80].

Temperature measurements are more complex with torches such as the Triplex one,

because the jet has no more axial symmetry. The emitted radiation of the plasma jet must

be detected under several directions, one after the other and distributed over a sector of

180� in a plane perpendicular to the torch axis [81, 84, 85]. As in conventional emission

spectroscopy, a cross-section of the plasma jet is imaged, through a lens system, on the

entrance slit of the spectrometer and signals in its outlet plane are recorded through CCD

camera. With non-symmetrical jet it is mandatory to detect, by a tomographic procedure,

the emitted radiation under several angles of observation. The necessary conditions to

apply this method are highly stationary plasma jets with a definite axis around which the

total detecting optical system is rotated.

One must keep in mind that the response times of detection systems sometimes might be

relatively long (milliseconds for example with CCD detectors) compared to arc voltage

fluctuations in the 10-4 s time range (see Fig. 2). Thus the effect of voltage fluctuations is

averaged.

At last visualization of plasma jets is important. It is achieved with photographs taken

with a numerical camera and using different filters the picture being triggered for example

by the arc voltage [2]. When injecting cold particles, cold gas or cold liquid a laser flashing

can be used with a filter to eliminate part of the plasma signal. It permits to visualize the

plasma and the injected droplets or particles to check the effect of the injection gas [2].

High-speed images of the luminous plasma jet for each operating condition can be acquired

with a Laser-Strobe TM video camera, and the image analysis can be used to quantify the

jet length and its fluctuations as additional torch responses [85].

As already pointed out, the voltage fluctuates (see Fig. 2) at frequencies of many kHz.

As the current is constant, the instant dissipated power follows voltage frequencies. When

spectroscopic measurements are performed using photomultipliers with response time in

the microsecond range, the recorded signal fluctuates between those collected at the

highest and lowest power. The question is which signal should be considered: that at the

highest voltage, that at the lowest or that at the mean one. Temperatures, measured at a

given point along the jet radius for a given axial distance, result from Abel’s inversion. For

example Fig. 4a presents the jet temperatures calculated with the highest values of the

signal (upper part) and those calculated with the lowest values of the signal (lower part). Of

course when using detectors with lower time response, a mean value between both is

obtained. These results were obtained by assuming that in all type of measurements the jets

keep their axial symmetry. Unfortunately it is far to be the case as shown in Fig. 4b. This

figure was obtained with a camera at a frequency of 24 Hz and shutter time of 10-4 s. The

obtained images are far to have an axial symmetry. This instability results from the

constant movement of the arc root, as pointed out above, but also the extreme density and

viscosity gradients between the low density, high viscosity plasma jet and the cold gas

surroundings [86, 87].
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In-Flight Particles Measurements

In the seventies–eighties rather sophisticated measuring devices were used such as Laser

Doppler Anemometry (LDA) for particle velocities and Phase Doppler Shift to also

measure their diameters, fast (with response time as short as 100 ns) two-color pyrometers

[72, 73], and also CCD cameras for the detection of the hot particle trajectories distribution

within the plasma jet. The problem with pyrometers working with a unique wavelength is

the necessity to know the corresponding emission coefficient. Particle temperature mea-

surements can be disturbed due to signal absorption and light scattering by the plasma.

However results are strongly linked to the calibration of devices [81, 87–89], and sensors

developed at the end of nineties.

Phase-doppler anemometry (PDA) can also measure the particle flux density, which

monitoring allows determining the optimal setting of spray parameters [90].

In the nineties, works showed that two types of measurements were possible: either a

single particle technique, each particle being observed ‘‘one at a time’’ in a small volume

(\1 mm3) or ensemble of particles, observed at the same moment, in a long cylinder (more

than the jet diameter) with a radius[1 mm. Industrial sensors, based on laboratory works,

for example [91], were industrially developed [92]. These sensors are liable to work in the

harsh environment of spray booths. The sensor, as soon as its weight is over 1 kg, is fixed

aside the torch, which is moved regularly in front of it. A typical sensor for single particle

technique is the DPV-2000 System (Tecnar Automation, Quebec, CN) measuring a single

particle temperature, velocity and diameter. The latter is deduced from the signal emitted

by the in-flight particle. However calculation results depend on measured temperature by

the two-color pyrometer and the emission coefficient of the in-flight particle, often poorly

known. Accuraspray�, also from Tecnar, is an ensemble measurement where the mea-

suring volume is 25 mm long and 3 mm in diameter. Particle velocities are obtained from

cross-correlation of signals, which are recorded at two closely spaced locations. The

temperatures are determined by two-color pyrometry. A CCD camera enables the analysis

of the plume appearance (position, width, distribution, intensity) along a line in spray

distance perpendicular to the particle jet.

Fig. 4 a Temperature measured with photomultipliers with ArI 738.3 nm line ± standard deviation. Ar–H2

(45–15 slm) plasma jet; nozzle i.d. 10 mm, I = 632 A, V = 61 V, thermal efficiency of the gun 56%,
b pictures of a DC plasma jet taken with a shutter time of 10-4 s [87]
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Figure 5 illustrates the difference of information obtained with both methods for YSZ

particles. With DPV-2000 temperatures distribution is rather broad: from about 1000 �C
(lower limit of such measurements) to 4000 �C and thus many particles are un-melted. The

ensemble value, Te, in Fig. 5 obtained with a Spray Watch (Oseir)sensor, is below the

melting temperature Tm and seems reasonable, but is much less informative.

Mauer et al. [94] have also compared different measurements performed with both types

of sensors. They found that results obtained with both systems were in good agreement,

thus confirming the measurement accuracy of both. They showed that measurement of

particle temperature close to plasma torch exit is generally more difficult to carry out by

the Accuraspray-g3, which is probably due to the size of the measuring volume where

plasma radiation is dominant relatively to the particle radiation.

The power fluctuations have also an important effect on the injected particles [95]. This

is obvious when considering the series of high-speed images in Fig. 6 [95].

These fluctuations lead to uneven particle heating. Furthermore, they lead to the

entrainment of cold surrounding gas in the jet, rapidly reducing its average temperature and

velocity. Particle velocity measurements show that particles injected inside the nozzle have

consistently much higher velocities than those injected outside the nozzle. This due to the

fact that particles injected outside the nozzle are entrained in cold gas bubbles which reach

the nozzle axis, but do not break up until several nozzle diameters downstream from the

nozzle exit [95]. However most models assume that the plasma jet has an axial symmetry

and that its velocities and temperatures are those corresponding to the mean voltage (mean

values between those presented in Fig. 4a).

The penetration of particles within the plasma jet has been extensively studied since the

eighties. At that period the problem was to follow the in-flight particle temperatures and

velocities in the plasma jet. The powder was sieved in narrow distributions (d ± 2 or

3 lm). For different sizes with very low particle flow rates, the in-flight particle position

was determined and its temperature (fast pyrometry) and velocity (laser doppler

anemometry) measured. An example of such measurements [96] is presented in Fig. 7. The

optimum injection velocity is 25 m/s. The optimum injection velocities were determined

for particles with different sizes distribution: 25 m/s for 18 lm, 22 m/s for 23 lm, 18 m/s

for 39 lm, and 14 m/s for 46 lm particles and also different materials.

Beside the choice of particles size distribution and morphologies their injection [96] is a

complex process, which also plays a key role in the properties of resulting coatings [97],

Fig. 5 In-flight temperatures distribution of yttria-stabilized-zirconia (YSZ) particles (fused and crushed, 5
and 22 lm) sprayed in soft vacuum with a PTF4 torch, laval nozzle, Ar–H2 mixture (40–6 slm), 750 A, and
measurements performed with a DPV2000 (statistical distribution) and a spray watch (ensemble value TE).
The melting temperature, Tm, is indicated [93]
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especially for radial injection. Particle penetration in the jet depends on: the injector

internal diameter and shape (straight or curved), its position and inclination relatively to

the plasma jet for external injection, while internal injection can induce a high deviation of

the plasma jet as soon as the carrier gas exceeds 10% of the plasma mass flow rate [97]. An

important problem is linked to the particles bypassing the plasma jet and entrained in its

fringes, but heated enough to stick on the coating under formation.

The sensor spray and deposit control (SDC�) fixed on the plasma torch [92], uses either

a CCD camera or a photodiode array where the image of a section of the plasma jet plume

or the core is focused. A filter with a 3 nm band pass allows eliminating the most important

part of the plasma plume light. As illustrated already for particles with very narrow size

Fig. 6 High speed images showing the fluctuations of the plasma jet and the spray particle fluxes being
exposed to varying environments [95]

Fig. 7 Experimental velocity of alumina particles (18 ± 2 lm in diameter) versus injection velocity in
nitrogen–hydrogen plasma (29 kW, N2 37 slm, H2 27 slm, anode-nozzle i.d. 6 mm). Measurement
performed at different distances, Y, from nozzle exit [96]
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distribution in Fig. 7 the particle injection velocity, controlled by the injector internal

diameter and carrier gas flow rate, plays a key role in particle trajectories. In Fig. 8a are

presented schematically the different mean trajectories of particles depending on the carrier

gas flow rates. In Fig. 8b for alumina particles the SDC sensor records the corresponding

light intensities for different carrier gases. The maxima observed for the different carrier

gas flow rates are shifted to the right or the left of the optimal one (corresponding for these

spray conditions to an argon carrier gas flow rate of 4.5 slm).

Plasma Jets and Plasma Torches Modeling

First it is important to keep in mind that the modeling is not only performed to characterize

the plasma within the anode nozzle, but essentially the plasma jet issued from the torch and

its interaction with the particles injected [98, 99]. In one of the first models developed

[100] the following assumptions used were: LTE, symmetrical arc about torch axis (2D

equations), arc optically thin, turbulent and an isotropic flow but spatially variable eddy,

negligible compressibility effects, no density fluctuations due to turbulence, constant

specific heat (oversimplified) and given temperature and velocity profiles at nozzle exit

with an internal radius rn for example by:

A rð Þ ¼ Amax 1 � r/rnð Þn½ � where A is T or v

The values of Tmax, vmax and n must be carefully determined to cope with experimental

results. For example in this early model the theoretical predictions were in good agreement

with the experimental measurements regarding the behavior of nitrogen plasma dis-

charging into air. However the agreement was less satisfactory with respect to argon

plasma discharging into air, particularly as far as the temperatures were concerned, in the

low-temperature range.

Legros [100] performed calculations for the plasma jet where temperature and velocity

radial distributions were measured values. The turbulent energy dissipation was calculated

through a mixing length, model called (V&T). The second calculation was based on the

Fig. 8 SDC measurement of alumina particles heat flux 60 mm downstream of the nozzle exit of an Ar–H2

plasma (45 slm Ar, 15 slm H2, 6 mm i.d., Peff = 20 kW, injector i.d. = 1.75 mm, disposed 3 mm
downstream of the nozzle exit and at 8 mm from the torch axis) with different argon carrier gas flow rates.
Effects on particles: a mean trajectories, b radial distribution of emitted light intensity [97]
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dissipation of the electrical energy modeled in a cylindrical volume Vm located in the

cylindrical anode, assumed to be a heat source with a uniform volume heat (W/m3) defined

as V.I/Vm, model called (PV). Typical results are presented in Fig. 9 for an Ar–H2 plasma

jet flowing in air.

Plasma jets modeling is complex for different reasons:

• When the plasma jet leaves the nozzle, it encounters a steep laminar shear at the outer

edge of the jet as shown by Pfender [101, 102]. The large velocity difference results in

the rolling up of the shear at the outer edge of the jet around the nozzle exit into a ring

vortex. As shown in Fig. 1, this vortex is pulled downstream with the flow and thus the

process repeats itself again at the nozzle exit. The formed vortex rings at the outer edge

of the jet have the tendency to coalesce, forming larger vortices with wave instabilities

growing around the entire ring. It results in large-scale engulfment of external

surrounding gas (mostly air). These large eddies, at low temperature, have a high

inertia, are heated progressively, and break in smaller eddies that can diffuse in the

plasma jet. By seeding micrometer sized oxide particles either in the plasma jet or in its

surrounding and measuring their velocities, Pfender et al. [101] showed that for an

argon plasma jet, the plasma fluid has a much higher mean velocity than the entrained

gas reaching the torch axis. Such results help understanding why the same plasma jet

core is longer when flowing in argon atmosphere (p = 105 Pa) than in air [103], a

nitrogen atmosphere giving a length between both.

• Huang et al. [104] introduced a two-fluid turbulence model for predicting the

conditional flow properties of the turbulent plasma jet. The model was able to predict

phenomena not taken into account in more conventional models.

• Realistic models for spray torches with single cathode and anode (single-arc systems)

should be three-dimensional to enable taking into consideration the transverse injection

of a cold gas [105, 106], the arc unsteady attachment at the anode [105–109], the three-

dimensional character of turbulence structures [110, 111] and cold gas entrainment

[109].

• However different turbulent models exist and authors recommend that the use of

turbulence models of the flow in DC arc torches is approached with care and weighting

the assumptions and approximations involved.

Fig. 9 In a plane 2 mm downstream of the nozzle exit, radial profiles of the calculated and measured
plasma flow, a velocity, b temperature. Plasma jet produced by a torch with an anode-nozzle 7 mm in i.d.,
Ar 45 slm, H2 15 slm, 600 A, 65 V, thermal efficiency 55%, flowing in air at atmospheric pressure [100]
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• In fact, coupling the electromagnetic and heat transfer phenomena in a non-transferred

arc plasma torch should be determined. It requires coupling the electromagnetism and

energy conservation equations for the fluid and the electrodes [112].

• The flow pattern of a plasma jet with superimposed vortex flow differs substantially

from its counterpart of a uniform cold flow jet [113].

• The interactions of the plasma jet with the substrate depending on the distance nozzle

exit-substrate orthogonal to plasma jet axis [114], as well as its inclination [115] or

shape [116] are not negligible.

• The mixing of the high velocity and turbulent plasma jet can be improved by using

especially designed nozzles positioned at the cylindrical anode-nozzle exit [117, 118].

• Compressible effects should be considered for spray torches working in air atmosphere

with nozzles to produce supersonic plasma jets where velocities are up to 2200 m/s

with sound velocity of about 3000 m/s.

• At last close to walls or electrodes, non-equilibrium should be considered, as well as

chemical non-equilibrium with corresponding data banks [119].

• The development and use of plasma torches with cathodes or anodes and often

neutrodes is linked to their advantages erosion, higher particle velocities, and better

deposition efficiency. Thus models should be developed. Bobzin et Öte [120] were

among the firsts to develop such models.

Modeling Heat and Momentum Transfer to Particles

Single Particle

Plasma spraying requires the proper control of particle trajectories, on which depend their

temperature and momentum histories. In fact a slight deviation from near optimal condi-

tions, can easily lead to poor results due to either the lack of melting of particles, or the

modification of their composition due to particle evaporation. In the eighties and nineties

most papers on this topic were published [87, 121–129].

Beside the bases of momentum and heat transfer to a single particle, generally spherical,

one must consider corrections due to temperature gradients and non-continuum effects.

Attention must also be given to internal heat conduction in the particle and heat losses due

to the particle radiation. Also the particle composition modifications, must be considered,

with successively:

• The evaporation of the particle: evaporation rate, heating of the vapor and vapor buffer

effect on heat transfer and radiation of the vapor,

• The non-isotherm behavior, particle shape and particle charge,

• The particle reaction with its surrounding: reaction with the vapor or the solid or liquid

particle.

Momentum Transfer

For the momentum transfer, the drag coefficient CD is expressed as a function of the

Reynolds number Re of the particle, but different expressions exist according to the values

of Re [125, 130–134]. The corrections due to temperature gradients are not negligible and

the particle trajectory can be modified [126]. The effect of non-continuum or Knudsen, Kn,
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effect is also important in the range 10-2\Kn\ 1 [135–137]. An example of results is

presented in Fig. 10. A 20 lm diameter alumina particles was chosen because of its a

significant non-continuum effect and was injected at 25 m/s in the plasma jet (Ar–H2,

75–15 slm, P = 29 kW, qth = 63%, nozzle i.d. 8 mm). Here again the different types of

corrections used have an important effect on the calculated particle trajectory and particle

velocity and temperature.

The effect of turbulence on the particle motion, as illustrated in Fig. 11, can also have

an important influence especially for small particle trajectories [125]. For example tur-

bulence is not negligible for particles, 10–50 lm, injected into argon DC turbulent plasma

jet.

The shape of the particle modifies its drag coefficient [135], correlated to the particle

sphericity. However when injected into the plasma, particles are rapidly (*a few tens of

Fig. 10 Trajectories of 20 lm in diameter alumina particles injected at 25 m/s into the plasma jet depicted
in Fig. 11 (radial distance = 0 corresponds to the torch axis). The temperature gradient correction has been
calculated using the mean integrated properties [136]

Fig. 11 Dispersed alumina particle (10, 30, 50 lm) trajectories in argon DC turbulent plasma jet [125]
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ls) heated above or close to their melting point, thus attaining a spherical shape. Non-

sphericity effect plays a role mainly close to the injector.

The particle charging has a limited effect [121, 126] because of the low charge con-

centration that can exist in the region near the particle surface.

At last the arc root fluctuations, especially in the restrike mode, modify particle tra-

jectories according to different instants of fluctuations [121]. The synchronization of the

DPV2000 sensor with voltage fluctuations allowed measuring particle parameters as

functions of the time delay. For alumina particles, the periodic variations of temperature

were about 500 �C and velocity around 200 m/s, as illustrated in Fig. 12. In this case, the

effective power varies between 12 and 35 kW! The period of the cycles coincides with that

of voltage fluctuations (period 220 ls or f = 4500 Hz). This is due to the particle

momentum with respect to the instantaneous momentum of the gas at the point where the

particle penetrates the jet flow [106, 138].

Heat Transfer

The balance between conduction and convection heat transfers from the hot gas to the

particle, are generally neglected [26] and particle cooling due to radiative heat losses to the

surroundings governs the particle temperature. The heat transfer coefficient, h, between

plasma and particle can be expressed in terms of the Nusselt number Nu, linked to the

numbers of Reynolds, Re, and Prandlt, Pr. Authors [106, 126, 134, 139–142] have pro-

posed different expressions of Nu and thus of h. Differences are particularly important

when considering diatomic gases such as Ar–H2. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 representing

the calculated [126] heat transfer coefficients versus temperature for a stainless steel 50 lm

particle, at Tp = 1000 K, and traveling at 50 m/s.

The heat transfer, Q, to the particle is calculated according to the hot gas temperature

T? ‘‘seen’’ by the particle along its trajectory, which has to be calculated first. Of course,

beside its chemical composition, the particle morphology, depending strongly on its

manufacturing process [147], plays a key role in its thermal conductivity jp. The radiative

losses from particles increase with their size but their influence on the particle temperature

is more pronounced when the size of the particle is small (higher surface/volume ratio).

Fig. 12 Calculated [106] (continuous line) time dependence of the velocity of alumina particles (5–45 lm)
in a fluctuating Ar–H2 DC. plasma jet (nozzle i.d. 7 mm, Ar 35 slm, H2 10 slm, I = 550 A,
Peff = 19.25 kW). Measurements points taken 50 mm downstream from the nozzle exit on the jet axis [138]
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The easiest for calculations is to assume a uniform temperature, implying that the Biot

number, Bi = j/jp, is \0.01 where j is the plasma thermal conductivity. It occurs if

j � jp i.e. if the particle thermal conductivity, jp, is high.

The particle transient heating, especially when its thermal conductivity is low must also

be taken into account.

The porosity of particles, for example of agglomerated ones, can reduce their thermal

conductivity [148].

The non-continuum effect in plasma-particle heat transfer over the same Knudsen

number range (0.01\Kn\ 1.0) is important [149].

Hot gas–particle heat transfer becomes much more complex in the presence of simul-

taneous mass transfer, such as particle vaporization, modifying the heat transfer through

the vapor layer created around the particle. Moreover, the radiation from the vapor cloud

surrounding is generally much higher than that of the plasma gas. The mass transfer and

evaporation rate of the particle will depend, on the vapor diffusion within the boundary

layer provided that the saturation pressure of the vapor ps is lower than that of the sur-

rounding atmosphere. The complexities of the calculations increase substantially.

During the evaporation of metallic particles, radiative energy losses from the metal

vapor cloud surrounding the particle cannot be neglected in contrast to that of the plasma

[47, 150]. The presence of a reactive gas in the atmosphere around liquid particles may also

affect their vaporization.

In plasma jets the velocity difference between the molten particle in flight and the gas

flow can induce a convective motion within the droplet. When the ratio of the kinematics

viscosities of the plasma and the droplet is higher than 50, and the Reynolds number of the

flow relative to droplet higher than 20, a convective phenomenon is induced within the

droplet [151]. Therefore, the presence of a flow-induced vortex in the molten particle can

be expected [151]. The recirculating flow within the droplet results in an increase of the

oxygen content compared to that estimated assuming a pure diffusion model [152]. For

example in liquid Fe particle, the FexO drops entrained by convection are not miscible and

upon cooling both phases, separate and spherical FexOy nodules are formed within the

solidified particle as shown in Fig. 14 with 15 wt%, while diffusion calculations estimate

the FexOy concentrations to be less than 3 wt%.

Fig. 13 Heat transfer coefficient for a 50 lm diameter stainless steel particle travelling at 50 m/s with
Tp = 1000 K in Ar–H2 (17 vol%) plasma according to (1) [134] (2)—[143], (3) convection and conduction
calculated with integrated properties [144], (4) [145], (5) Nu = 2 [142], (6) [146]
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Similar results were obtained with stainless steel [153].

As the particle injection rate increases, particles start to alter the plasma properties

significantly, phenomenon called ‘‘particle loading of the plasma’’. The effect is due to the

heat transfer to particles but also, when spraying materials evaporating very fast, to the

increase of radiative emission. This effect has been more studied for RF plasmas than for

DC ones [154].

Of course all phenomena presented above about momentum and heat transfers depend

strongly of the plasma jet produced [155].

Splats Formation and Layering

To achieve a coating many particles are injected per second with the resulting splats

formation and layering. According to the present knowledge, nobody has a clear idea of the

effect on coating thermo-mechanical and service properties of the impact, flattening,

solidification and layering of particles.

First a better understanding of splat formation (flattening in a few ls) is the base of the

coating formation control according to the reviews published in 2004 and 2009 [156–158].

Unfortunately actually no camera can follow this flattening.

Most of recent works were performed through high speed imaging by photographing

one single particle during its flattening in a given time range [159–163]. When varying the

time range for different particles, assumed to be identical at impact (same diameter,

temperature and velocity), it becomes possible to obtain few photographs (less than ten) of

the flattening at different times. These measurements have confirmed the drastic influence

of the flattening velocity in the splat formation; velocity linked to impact parameters and

substrate properties such as cleanliness and oxide layer at surface of metals or alloys.

However according to available optic depth of field, these studies were only possible on

smooth substrates [161–163]. They have demonstrated the importance of substrate pre-

heating, just prior spraying, over the so-called transition temperature, Tt, [156, 157] to get

rid of adsorbates and condensates. On these hot surfaces, almost disk shaped splats are

Fig. 14 Cross sections of a low carbon steel particle collected at z = 100 mm after its flight in a D.C.
plasma jet: Ar 50 slm, H2 10 slm, I = 500 A, nozzle i.d. 7 mm. SEM analysis at 30 keV [152]
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obtained. Coating adhesion depends strongly on substrate preheating over Tt and its

roughening adapted to the mean size of impacting temperature. The adhesion of the same

coating deposited on the same cold or hot (preheated over Tt) substrate is up to 10 times

higher. The mechanical adhesion between the splat and substrate asperities depends on its

size compared to that of the surface peaks, which can be characterized by their Rt (distance

between their highest peak and deepest under cut). Roughly, for a good adhesion, the splat

mean diameter must be between 1.5 and 3 times Rt. Bahbou and Nylen [164] have studied

the influence of the different roughness parameters: Ra, Rt,Rsm and RDq on the adhesion of

Ni–Al (5 wt%) coating plasma sprayed onto Ti6Al4 V grit blasted substrates,. Results

show that the adhesion values measured are poorly correlated with Ra or Rsm. However the

surface peak is not sufficient and the liquid must penetrate into the cavities, requiring that

the impact pressure is high enough [165].

Of course the coating adhesion is reduced if many unmelted small particles are trapped

in the coating. It demonstrates that the particles size distribution choice and their injection

according to the plasma jet is also one of the key parameters. Particles travelling in the

plasma jet fringes and heated enough to stick to bead wings are also responsible of

important adhesion defects in the pass resulting of beads overlapping.

It must be pointed out that besides all the works in laboratories, the industrial devel-

opments of plasma sprayed coatings has also been boosted for:

• the industrial adapted spray booths [160],

• the constant evolution of control panels [1, 7], connected, through computers, to the

different equipment’s, including, since the beginning of the new millennium, sensors

following in-flight particles,

• the development of robots with computer-aided trajectory to manufacture coatings on

complex geometries requiring optimized torch movement [1, 7].

The characterization of coating microstructures and properties has also been consid-

erably developed. However works are still mandatories to achieve a better understanding of

coatings generation. Another topic, which has been approached but not developed, should

be the study of the crystal structure adaptation between the bond coat and the coating.

Conclusions

During almost sixty years plasma spraying progressively became a science. This is due to

different factors:

• Up to the nineties the understanding of which parameters control plasma jets obtained

with plasma torches where the cathode and anode were arranged along a common axis

(conventional torches). This has been performed thanks to plasma thermodynamic and

transport properties calculations, modeling first of plasma jets and later the plasma

behavior inside the torch, the entrainment of the surrounding atmosphere, comparison

of different model results with measurements and visualizations of the plasma jet. In

parallel new plasma torches with cathodes or anodes or both, some of them including

neutrodes were developed to achieve less electrode erosion and higher power levels as

well as longer plasma jet cores (where temperature[8000 K). Moreover these torches

have lower arc fluctuations, compared to conventional ones

• The modeling and measurement of in flight particles and their injection. These works

have resulted in the development of sensors able to work in the harsh environment of
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spray booths allowing controls in industrial conditions, achieved up to the mid-nineties

in laboratories.

• Coating quality improvement was also boosted by the industrial development of:

… More sophisticated control panels of spray process,

… Optimized torch movement boosted by the development of robots with computer-

aided trajectory,

• We must also point out that since the beginning of the millennium numerous works

(about 30 to 40% of plasma spray papers) [13, 14] were devoted to suspension and

solution spraying, but it was not the subject of this paper.
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